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in m ø 7 
37 m²

12 Spokes

5 × 5 
25 m²

12 Spokes

5.5 × 5.5 
30.25 m²

12 Spokes

6 × 6 
36 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 7 
49 m²

12 Spokes

6 × 5.14 
30.84 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 5 
35 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 6 
42 m²

12 Spokes

No. Item Description
Weight/Dimensions
Technical Data Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in €

Umbrella Model and Frame*

1 Jumbrella XL WITHOUT valance
»betex®05« | polyester fabric –
exclusively crafted for Bahama

-  textile membrane made of »betex®05« |  
polyester fabric

- 25 colors available | according to color chart
- printing possible
-  aluminum frame in traffic white | RAL 9016,  

textured matte finish
- resin components in white
- component parts in V2A stainless steel

- depending on umbrella size
- fabric weight: approx. 200 g/m2

6,828 6,348 6,828 7,398 9,098 7,398 8,468 9,398

2 Jumbrella XL WITH valance
»betex®05« | polyester fabric –
exclusively crafted for Bahama

same as 1, but with:
- straight edged valance

valance height: approx. 30 cm 7,278 6,748 7,278 7,898 9,798 7,898 9,068 10,098

3 Frame Color
anthracite grey frame finish

-  aluminum frame in anthracite grey | RAL 7016, textured matte 
finish

- resin components in black

without surcharge

4 Frame Color
wooden frame finish

- aluminum frame in »Golden Oak« finish
- resin components in black

548

5 Frame Color
custom finish

aluminum frame in custom RAL finish 548
without surcharge when at least 6 or more umbrellas are ordered under the same purchase order

6 Resin Components in black instead of white without surcharge

7 V4A | Maritime Edition all component parts in V4A off-shore stainless steel 458

8 Umbrella Center Pole Extension depending on the model, up to 50 cm are possible 168

9 Umbrella Center Pole Reduction on request on request

Umbrella Model and Frame with alternative Textile Membrane*  

10 Jumbrella XL  
WITHOUT valance
»Precontraint 302«

Frame and frame options same as 1–9, however:
- textile membrane made of »Precontraint 302«
- polyester fabric 550 Dtex with PVC coating
- 25 colors available | according to color chart
- printing possible
- B1 certified | flame retardant

fabric weight: approx. 480 g/m2 7,852 7,300 7,852 8,508 10,463 8,508 9,738 10,808

11 Jumbrella XL WITH valance
»Precontraint 302«

same as 10, but with:
- straight edged valance

valance height: approx. 30 cm 8,370 7,760 8,370 9,083 11,268 9,083 10,428 11,613

Original Bahama Textile Membrane for Replacement*

12 WITHOUT valance made of »betex®05« | polyester fabric 3,149 2,756 2,848 2,955 3,541 2,848 2,934 3,223

13 WITH valance made of »betex®05« | polyester fabric 3,599 3,156 3,298 3,455 4,241 3,348 3,534 3,923

14 WITHOUT valance made of »Precontraint 302« |  
PVC coated polyester fabric

4,173 3,709 3,872 4,065 4,906 3,957 4,204 4,633

15 WITH valance made of »Precontraint 302« |  
PVC coated polyester fabric

4,690 4,169 4,389 4,640 5,711 4,532 4,894 5,438

Printing

16 Printing - individual digital printing of the textile membrane
- vector files required (e.g. PDF, EPS, AI,…)

please refer to separate printing price list

All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version.* for the textile membrane please indicate the desired color code taken from Bahama color chart.

Jumbrella XL | round, square, rectangular        
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in m 5 × 5 
25 m²

12 Spokes

5.5 × 5.5 
30.25 m²

12 Spokes

6 × 6 
36 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 7 
49 m²

12 Spokes

6 × 5.14 
30.84 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 5 
35 m²

12 Spokes

7 × 6 
42 m²

12 Spokes

No. Item Description Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in € Price in €

Textile Gutter | TVR*

17 Frame Modification  
for Textile Gutter

- threaded sockets embedded in the spoke profile
- all other installation accessories will be supplied with the textile gutter

180

18 Textile Gutter Textile gutter made of »betex®05« | polyester fabric
- including installation accessories

1,028 1,106 1,159 1,353 1,068
1,159

1,028
1,353

1,159
1,353

19 Textile Gutter textile gutter made of »Precontraint 302« | PVC coated polyester fabric
- including installation accessories

1,179 1,269 1,333 1,554 1,193
1,330

1,179
1,554

1,330
1,554

Side Panel*

20 Frame Modification  
for Side Panel

- threaded sockets embedded in the profile of each intermediate spoke
- all other installation accessories will be supplied with the side panel

180

21 Side Panel WITHOUT window -  made of »betex®05«, analogous to the textile membrane
- mounted to spokes via snap hook
- rollable, can remain in open parasol
- connection via zippers
-  aluminum slide-in profiles on the top/bottom edges
- including installation accessories

554 589 642 747 570
642

554
747

642
747

22 Side Panel WITHOUT window 
WITH door on right or left

same as 21, however, with:
- roll-up door

754 789 842 947 789
842

754
947

842
947

23 Side Panel WITH window same as 21, however, with:
-  flexible window made of transparent film | 0.5 mm thickness

578 621 681 790 598
681

578
790

681
790

24 Side Panel WITH window
WITH door on right or left

same as 23, however, with:
- roll-up door

778 821 881 990 798
881

778
990

881
990

25 Connecting Piece - connecting piece for joining 2 parasols
- textile with zippers

146 146 146 146 146 146 146

* for the textile gutters and side panels please indicate the desired color code taken from Bahama color chart.

Remark: The appearance of the items shown in the technical illustrations may vary. 

All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version.

Jumbrella XL | square, rectangular      

short side
long side

short side
long side

short side
long side

short side
long side

short side
long side

short side
long side
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No. Item Description
Weight/Dimensions 
Technical Data

all models
Price in €

Mobile Installation Options

26 Portable Stand  - height adjustable (in all 4 corners)
-  cross-frame hot-dip galvanized and 

powder coated
- incl. bright deco concrete slabs
- for umbrellas up to size 6 × 6 m
- without wind warranty*

weight: approx. 460 kg 2,278

27 Portable Stand   same as 26, however:
- with wind warranty* 
- for umbrellas up to size 6 × 6 m

weight: approx. 540 kg 2,838

28 Steel Plate Base  
with 4 Steel Plates

- hot-dip galvanized
- screw-on receiving column, tiltable
- without wind warranty*

-  dimensions per plate:  
740 × 740 × 15 mm

-  weight per plate:  
approx. 65.2 kg  
(total approx. 280 kg)

2,278

29 Steel Plate Base  
with 8 Steel Plates |  
2 layers

same as 26, however:
- with 8 steel plates
- with wind warranty*

-  dimensions per plate:  
740 × 740 × 15 mm

-  weight per plate:  
approx. 65.2 kg 
(total approx. 540 kg)

3,978

30 Powder Coating 
of 4 Steel Plates

-  in traffic white | RAL 9016,  
textured matte finish

-  in anthracite grey | RAL 7016,  
textured matte finish

dimensions per plate:  
740 × 740 × 15 mm

568

31 Spacer for steel plates
e.g. for terrace substructures
(custom height on request)

height: min. 134 mm – max. 385 mm 528

32 Spacer for Electrics |
Radiator

for steel plates
e.g. for terrace substructures
(custom height on request)

height: min. 134 mm – max. 385 mm 568

No. Item Description
Weight/Dimensions 
Technical Data

all models
Price in €

Permanent Installation Options

33 In-Ground  
Installation, tiltable

- lower part to be set in concrete
-  powder coated above-ground  

connecting components with  
tilting hinge

- with theft prevention device

weight: approx. 42 kg 568

34 In-Ground Installation, 
tiltable WITH electrical 
connection |
Radiator

same as 33, however:
-  for umbrella with electromechanical features

weight: approx. 45.5 kg 658

35 In-Ground Installation 
Extension

- serves to bridge over a gap
-  e.g. an installation in a Kindergarten sandbox
-  In-Ground Installation, tiltable (No. 33  

and 34)

-  custom height:  
from 134 up to 400 mm

-  in accordance with 

338

36 Surface Mount -  powder-coated above-ground connecting  
components with tilting hinge

- galvanized square steel plate

-  dimensions:  
610 × 610 × 20 mm

- weight: approx. 77.5 kg

1,368

37 Dual Mounting Console - Surface Mount with spacer and tilting hinge
- custom dimensions on request
-  comes with integrated theft prevention  

device and cover plate
OPTIONAL
-  also available for umbrellas with  

electromechanical options

- weight: approx. 98 kg
- height: min. 134 mm – max. 385 mm
- plus 15 mm winter cover

1,726

38 Optional: »fischer« 
heavy duty anchoring 
bolts | 1 set = 8 pcs.

- type #FH II 18/30 SK A4
-  M12 thread for 2-piece flat foot mount with 

counter-bores
-  incl. concrete drill insert type #SDS Plus II, 135 

mm drill depth and SW8 Allen wrench

498

Bahama Wind Warranty*

Bahama grants you, in addition to the legally binding warranties and on the basis of our General 
Terms and Conditions, a wind warranty for parasols in open condition. The max imum wind velocity 
depends on the parasol model and the chosen Bahama installation option.

The basic wind warranty of 37 months can be extended twice – each time for 37 months. The full va-
lidity period of the wind warranty Bahama offers, including the two-time extensions, is in total 111 
months, that means 3,376 days or more than 9 years. You may be asking yourself how we calculate 
such a time frame? The tensile strength of the textile membrane lessens over time due to the influ-
ence of various weather conditions and especially disproportionally in the first 3 years. The other 
fundamental properties of the parasol such as sun protection and waterproofness remain the same. 
Bahama can, however, only grant the wind warranty with maximal tension and tensile strength of 
the textile membrane.

For this reason: a newly exchanged Bahama textile membrane = a new Bahama wind warranty.

All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version. All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version.

Remark: The appearance of the items shown in the technical illustrations may vary. Remark: The appearance of the items shown in the technical illustrations may vary.

Jumbrella XL | round, square, rectangular        Jumbrella XL | round, square, rectangular        
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No. Item Description
all models

Price in €

Protective Cover

39 Protective Cover – comfort -  made of »betex®05« | polyester fabric | color 9801 - concrete
- with zipper for telescopic rod

418

40 Protective Cover – comfort with  
telescopic rod

same as 39, but with:
- telescopic rod

558

Impact Protection

41 Soft Foam Safeguard  
for center pole of umbrella

- 2-piece design
- round shape, with Velcro
- available in 10 colors

498

Lighting

42 Lighting - 4 LED-lamps
- light temperature 2700 K
- 4 × 4 W light power
-  supply power 240 V (available in US edition - 120 V)

608

43 Lighting - 6 LED-lamps
- light temperature 2700 K
- 6 × 4 W light power
-  supply power 240 V (available in US edition - 120 V)

778

LED-Lighting

44 LED-Lighting  
with 8 RGBW-LED strips

- 8 RGBW-LED strips
- indirect RGBW-LED lighting 120-240/24 V
- with remote control
- integrated in umbrella spokes

1,438

No. Item Description
all models

Price in €

Heating

45 Radiators -  4 electric, turnable infrared radiators  
(available in US edition)

- 1,500 Watts per radiator
- variable via remote control
- can remain in closed umbrella
-  NEW! Spiral cable inside umbrella pole with 5-pole plug connection for on-site 

source cable 5 × 2,5 mm2 
PLEASE NOTE:  
This option is suitable for all portable stands with levelling feet and 2-piece 
in-ground installation with electrical connection (No. 34) and steel plate base in 
connection with spacer for electrics (No. 32)

2,998

46 Price Reduction for combination of 
lighting & radiators

when lighting and radiators are ordered at the same time - 200

Speakers

47 Speakers frame integrated audio system with 1 speaker price upon request

TV

48 TV Frame Modification
for 1 TV
for 2 TVs

-  turnable TV-mounting console for VESA-Norm 200,  
max. screen size 32 inches

-  with quick-action slide-in module for easy mounting in umbrella  
-  pre-mounted 230V power socket included (available in US edition - 120 V)
- CAT7 wiring inside the umbrella pole

558
1,118

WLAN

49 Wifi Frame Modification - only possible in combination with LED-Lighting option
- internal CAT7 wiring
-  integrated CAT7 RJ45 network interface  

to be connected inside the in-ground installation
- internal power supply of the 24V DC router
-  Wifi Outdoor Access Point TP-Link EAP110 mounted  

onto center pole via weatherproof case

1,588

50 External Control Unit -  for 42-49 (all electromechanical features)
- FI-switch
-  On/Off switch for each individual electromechanical option

price upon request

Transport Packaging

51 Forkliftable Packaging 3 wooden pallets incl. tension straps 138

All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version. All prices stated are to be regarded as ex-works and excluding VAT. This price list is subject to our General Terms and Conditions in the respectively applicable version.

Remark: The appearance of the items shown in the technical illustrations may vary. Remark: The appearance of the items shown in the technical illustrations may vary.

Jumbrella XL | round, square, rectangular        Jumbrella XL | round, square, rectangular        
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Notes
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